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Neurodiversity and Disability
Emotional Intelligence and Mindful Tutoring
Barriers to Seeking Help
Language Varieties
Rethinking Traditional Tutoring Models
Acknowledging Students’ Backgrounds
Understanding Diverse Student Populations
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Raising Tutor Consciousness
Rethinking Standards of Successful Writing
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GRAD. & PROF. TUTOR SCHEDULE
2020 SCWCA 16th Annual Conference
9 — 10 AM

Breakfast/Registration
Covel Commons Grand Ballroom

10 — 10:40 AM Leveraging Your Writing Consultation
Experience on the Job Market
By: Erin Brown, UCLA Graduate Career Services
Room: Northridge A & B— Covel

10:40 — 11 AM Writing Across the Curriculum Pedagogical
Applications
By: Marilyn Gray, UCLA Graduate Writing
Center
Room: Northridge A & B— Covel

11—12 PM

Using the UCLA Toolkit to Examine
Writer—Tutor Interactions
By: Marcus Weakley, Claremont Graduate
University Writing Center
Room: Northridge A & B— Covel

12 — 1 PM

Lunch & Plenary
Covel Commons Grand Ballroom
Universal Design for Learning (UDL) in the
Writing Center: Inclusive Tutoring Practices
By: Dr. Elizabeth, Dr. Kleinfeld; Director,
Metropolitan University of Denver Writing Center

1 — 2:45 PM

Advanced Workshop on Universal Design
for Learning in Writing Centers & Other
Instructional Contexts
Room: Westcoast A & B — Covel

UNDERGRAD. TUTOR SCHEDULE
2020 SCWCA 16th Annual Conference
9 — 10 AM

Breakfast/Registration
Covel Commons Grand Ballroom

10 — 11 AM

Session 1
Panel:__________________________________
Room:__________________________________

11 — 12 PM

Session 2
Panel:__________________________________
Room:__________________________________

12 — 1 PM

Lunch & Plenary
Covel Commons Grand Ballroom
Universal Design for Learning (UDL) in the
Writing Center: Inclusive Tutoring Practices
By: Dr. Elizabeth, Dr. Kleinfeld; Director,

1 — 2 PM

Session 3
Panel:__________________________________
Room:__________________________________

2 — 3 PM

Session 4
Panel:__________________________________
Room:__________________________________
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Session 1

10 — 11 AM

Neurodiversity and Writing Center Equity
~ Palisades A

Rachel Woodward, Liam Conaboy

MiraCosta College

Neurodiverse students visiting Writing Centers may be difficult to recognize but
can face challenges including distraction, lack of interest, and anxiety that warrant awareness and action on the part of the Writing Center. In this workshop,
we will engage attendees with an activity designed to help them think critically
about how some best consulting practices may actually hinder equitable treatment of these student writers, discuss how to sensitively approach potentially
neurodiverse students, demonstrate alternative strategies that may be more
effective, and suggest ways to develop or utilize partnerships with on-campus
disability services and programs to help us achieve our equity goals.

Interdisciplinary Collaboration in the Center
~ Palisades E

Anais Espinoza, Taylor Francis, Joylin Mcfarlane, Julieta Venegas

University of La Verne

This session will discuss interdisciplinary collaboration and how it has strengthened the community and sense of equity within our tutoring center. Attendees
will gain knowledge of how to apply different collaboration methods in their centers that consider equity, communication, and effective training development in
order to establish a more holistic environment which nurtures tutors’ leadership
and professional growth.

Stereotype Threat: A Barrier to Equity
~ Palisades CF

Danielle Michaud, Athena Li, Djassi Julien

Harvey Mudd College

Stereotype threat, defined by professor of Psychology at UC Berkeley, Claude
Steele, is “being in a situation or doing something to which a negative stereotype about (an) identity is relevant.” Join us for an interactive session in which
we will devise how stereotype threat impacts equity in the writing center.

For God’s Sake, Please Stop Saying “The Blacks”
~ Palisades D

UCLA

Chiamaka Nwadike

We as tutors play a complicated role because we are put in the position of reinforcing language norms that tend to reproduce systems of oppression within the
writing center. We should see it as our duty to remedy the flaws in our language
by discouraging racist, transphobic, classist, or fat phobic rhetoric that the students we interact with unconsciously reproduce when writing papers.

Working Towards Wellness-Self Care Among Tutors
~ Palisades B
Torrie Martin, Eimy Vasquez

Nevada State College

How do we balance self care and the stress of everything we have taking place
daily? The answer is simple, if we implement self care practices in our everyday
life, we reduce the stress faced outside of school and the work space.

International Graduate Students in the Writing Center
~ Hermosa A
Ashli Lomeli

Asuza Pacific University

This session will explore ways of helping international graduate students with
compositional structures that may differ from those of American academic expectations.

“My Mom Has a Twitter”: Reaching Non-Traditional
Students Through Social Media
~ Venice A
Taylor Huxley, Sydnee Atkinson, Nannan Zhou

Southern Utah University

Mom’s got a twitter, but she usually doesn’t know how to use it. Those who attend this session will walk away with strategies to manage various social medias, welcome non-traditional students into the writing center, and help others like
Mom to cross the digital divide and successfully transition into higher education.
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Go, Fight, Win: Challenges, Insights, and
Strategies for Mentoring Student-Athletes
~ Hermosa B

Erica Hanserd, Christina Winters

Southern Utah University

Universities offer various types of support for student-athletes to try to help
them to succeed academically, but studies show that the athletes continue to
get more positive attention for their athletic abilities than for their academic abilities. In this session, we will give examples of how writing centers can identify
student-athletes and illustrate ways to help them succeed in the classroom as
well as on the field by teaching specific strategies that will support this unique
student population, strategies which can also be applied to other members of
the student body.

Reintroducing the Wheel: Queering Writing
Center Theory and Practice
~ Venice B

Amanda Brown, Joe Bush

San Diego State University

How do we embrace difference(s) in the writing center? How do we develop this
idea more in the writing center in order to subvert totalizing ways of knowing/
being?

“Here’s My Heart on a Piece of Paper”: The Tension
Between Equitable Practices and “Successful” Writing
~ Malibu
Emma Zumbro, Ryan Brown

California Polytechnic State University , San Luis Obispo

As a tutor committed to equitable practices, do I respond to a writer’s deeply
personal essay as an empathetic peer or as an ambassador of “successful”
academic writing? This presentation investigates the tension between validating
the unique expression of writers and providing guidance on the notions of objectively “good” writing against which student work is typically graded.

NOTES:

Session 2

11 AM — 12 PM

You’ve Got Style: How to Adapt Writing Consultations
to Match Diverse Learning Styles
~ Palisades A
Zoie Moore, Natalie Wellman

Concordia University Irvine

“Diversity” often brings to mind race, gender, and disability, but it is also represented in another key area: learning styles. This session will discuss how
awareness of learning styles can be helpful when working with writers in order
to adapt sessions to individual needs, as well as encourage a growth mindset.

Military Veterans and Writing Center Equity
~ Hermosa B

MiraCosta College

Lisa Botuchis, Jeremy Ray

Military veterans are entering college in record numbers and while they are typically motivated to succeed as students, there are sometimes unseen barriers,
including a lack of understanding of veterans’ needs, an unwillingness of veterans to make their needs known, and insufficiently trained Writing Center staff,
which may preclude their success. Attendees of this workshop will discuss
these issues, try on some of the conventions of military writing, and develop a
veterans equity action plan for their Centers.

Emphasizing Communication in the Writing Center
~ Hermosa A
K Persinger, Sophia Baluyot Donaire, Joanne Hanh Tran

University of California, Irvine

Academic institutions are involved in the production of certain kinds of standardized frameworks, which can be difficult for international and nonnative English speakers (NNES) to navigate. Because of this, tutors must center communication in order to encourage students to develop their own unique voices and
writing styles while still succeeding as academics in the United States.

Creating a Consultant Community
~ Palisades CF

Jay Knee, Sam Balentine

California Lutheran University

How to balance the workload in a session through altering writing center environment. We target ways specifically that make clients more comfortable instantly in
a session.
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Breaking the Steel Cage: Inequities of White
Language Supremacy
~ Palisades D

Quinlan Genrich, Zoobia Jilani, Lilah Abrams, Claire Luethe,
Jo-Anne Naarendorp
Occidental College
Professor Asao B. Inoue’s critiques of White language supremacy from his keynote address at the Conference on College Composition and Communication
are crucial for addressing race, gender, and class in writing center practices. In
this panel we will discuss how Inoue’s ideas can be applied in our writing centers to make more equitable and inclusive spaces.

Borrowing from the Field of Counseling: A
Proposal for Group Tutoring
~ Palisades E
Chelsea Kwan

Loyola Marymount University

Writing Centers can learn from the field of counseling and incorporate more
group instruction to help alleviate the demand for services and make the most
of limited resources and funding. Providing group tutoring would allow us to
reach more students who are experiencing the same writing issues and provide
writing support to more members of our student body.

Emotional Equity: Tutoring with Emotional
Intelligence and Mindful Meditation
~ Palisades B

Lizzie Segovia, Madeline Harvey

CSU Channel Islands

This session utilizes emotional intelligence and mindfulness practices to
strengthen and enhance the trust between tutor and tutee. Participate in detailed open discussion, emotionally driven mock sessions, and mindfulness
demonstrations to prepare for an equitable learning experience among all attendees.

Tutors as a Bridge to Promote Inclusivity in a
College Classroom
~ Venice A

Pallavi Adapa

UCLA

Writing tutors have a unique position in the hierarchy of a university, and serve
to bridge the gap between students and their professors. This session will explain this role, and prepare tutors to use their role to act as a student advocate,
especially for underrepresented groups of students.

The Human Factor: Identity’s Intersection with Education
~ Venice B
Stelle Salsbery, Leah Volchok

University of Redlands

Scholarship in the area of student engagement with tutors often neglects the
importance of personal identity in tutoring practice. This session aims to increase educational equity by challenging tutors to be aware of their own identities, to recognize the identities of their tutees, to analyze how the tutor and tutee identities intersect in the writing center, and to consider how identity impacts
educational theories and practices.

The Uncomfortable Language: Translanguaging
Techniques for Student Writers
~ Malibu

Monica Martinez de Pinillos, Jacob Cordova

MiraCosta College

Standard Academic English has a history of diminishing the legitimacy of other
languages and intimidating our student writers from engaging with the writing
process out of fear of not sounding academic; translanguaging seeks to counter
this language privileging by encouraging students to use all the discourses
available to them in order to make meaning. In our workshop, we will present
information on translanguaging theory and techniques, suggest ways Writing
Centers can raise multilingual awareness, and engage attendees in an activity
to develop a language diversity statement for their Writing Center.

NOTES:
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Session 3

1 — 2 PM

But You Don’t Look Disabled: The Rhetoric of
Microaggressions Towards Disabled Students in
the Writing Center
~ Palisades A

CSU, Long Beach

Lorena Chavez Torres, Janelle Capwell

The presentation will focus on the concerning effects of implicit biases and
microaggressions dealt with by tutors and tutees who live with either
“visible” (apparent) or “invisible” (non-apparent) disabilities. The activities paired
with the research referenced in this presentation will (1) help the attendees
identify the implicit biases in their everyday tutoring practice, including but not
limited to ableist language and sensory assumptions; and (2) generate discussion on how to mitigate implicit biases towards disabled tutees while in the writing tutorial, thus boosting overall tutee retention rates for writing centers.

How to Remain Inclusive with Students Who
Cross Personal Boundaries
~Palisades B
Kaylin Tran, Michaela Prohov, Baylie Raddon

Pasadena City College

Though tutors are trained to work effectively with most anyone, students sometimes cross personal boundaries and engage in inappropriate behavior. We will
define these issues and collectively brainstorm solutions to hypothetical and
real scenarios to offer strategies that benefit both the tutor and the student.

English Varieties: A Linguistic Perspective on Debunking
Misconceptions and Language-Based Prejudice,
and Tutoring Marginalized Students with Equity
~ Palisades D
Justin Remo, Lisette Davies Ward

Oxnard College

A linguistic perspective reveals the complex nature of English varieties spoken
primarily by marginalized groups, who see language as a barrier to seeking academic help from resources like the writing center. This presentation seeks to
promote equity in the writing center by dispelling misconceptions about English
varieties and, in turn, equip tutors to better understand and assist students from
marginalized backgrounds.

“Bad at Writing”: Shifting the Fixed Mindset
~ Palisades CF

Pitzer College

Elinor Aspegren

In this session, student fellows will brainstorm how to use the growth mindset in
our writing centers. The growth mindset necessitates celebrating effort and the
process, and challenges the "bad writer" excuse.

Dynamic Duo: Fellows and Faculty Mentoring
Students Equitably
~ Palisades E

Daniel Delap, Jaidyn Crookston, Madeline Peck

Southern Utah University

Writing fellows and faculty must communicate effectively with each other in order to give students better feedback and provide equal access to critical course
information. In this session, we present a toolset that will cultivate the fellowfaculty relationship and create equitable outcomes for student success.

Removing Equity Barriers Through Workshops
~ Hermosa A

Julia Astorga, Mayra Martinez, Jade MacEoghain

MiraCosta College

In this session, we will explore the engagement between the writing center and
cross campus resources such as the Academic Success and Equity (ASE) programs and Social Justice and Equity Center (SJEC) as demonstrated through
workshops which help students from disadvantaged backgrounds overcome
writing insecurities and encourage self-awareness through art and literature.
Further, we will introduce equity programs and centers we have at MiraCosta
College, conduct a “Re-writing Latinx Narratives” mini-workshop, and encourage a group discussion on the equity benefits of this type of activity and other
potential workshop topics.

NOTES:
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Equity, Diversity, and Exclusion: Academic
Prompts and Problematic Language
~ Venice A

Rachael Alberts, Felipe Morfin-Martinez, Tara Kade

UC San Diego

At times, language exists within writing prompts that is not consistent with University goals of diversity, equity and inclusion. As writing tutors, we must navigate these situations and find our place in upholding equitable writing practices.
In this session, we will explore the role of the writing tutor in working with problematic language in prompts.

Responses to Racism in the Writing Center: The
Importance of Anti-Racism in Creating Equitable Spaces
~ Venice B
Eduardo Mabilog, Nicole Benson

Nevada State College

In this workshop we will focus on better understanding the ways racism and
white supremacy are enacted in writing centers. Those attending will: hold small
discussions to better understand these ideas, read scenarios (not role play)
where racism and white supremacy are in action, and debrief on how we can
actively practice anti-racism to work towards achieving an equitable space for
tutors of color.

Colonialism and Composition: The Impact of
Colonialism on Students’ Mental Health
~ Malibu

Faustina Ngo, Kexin Li, Alaina Patzer, Brandon Mukogawa

UC San Diego

Colonialism continues exerting implicit and explicit dominance over colonized
cultures through various social institutions in the post-colonial world. We aim to
investigate the internalization of colonialism in composition with regards to using “standard academic English” (SAE) as an assessment of academic achievement, and how this internalization leads to mental health issues among minority
students.

Cultivating Equity by Supporting Students with
Learning Disabilities
~ Northridge A & B (Covel)

Jack Leonard, Margot Hoffman, Jenna Beales, Grace MescheryMcCormack

Occidental College

A significant number of college students have some kind of learning disability that
can affect their approach to writing. Writing centers can, therefore, be a useful
resource for these students. The purpose of this panel is to offer strategies for
working with students with learning disabilities and provide a space for discussion
among different writing centers about how we work with students with different
needs.

Equity on the Field: Promoting Student-Athlete Equity in
Writing Centers Through Adaptive Tutoring Concepts
~ Hermosa B
Jasmine Betka

Moorpark College

This session will apply strategies for how to integrate athletic concepts into tutoring to address potential barriers that may be present when working with student-athletes. Strategies include developing an “Essay Playbook” that takes
common writing concepts and adapts them to student-athletes.

NOTES:
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Session 4

2 — 3 PM

Neurodiverse Students at the Writing Center
~ Palisades A

Andrew Nguyen, Ashley Tong, Aneet Grewal

UCLA

Neurodiversity is a conceptual framework that regards traits such as ADHD,
autism, and dyslexia as non-pathological variations of brain functioning, which
implies that the learning challenges neurodiverse students often face are created by the social environment. Through dialogue and situational examples, this
presentation will help writing center tutors better identify, understand, and support neurodiverse students on their campus.

Smashing Stereotype Threat: How Tutors Can
Help Everyone Feel Equally Heard
~ Palisades CF
Kristen Pringle

Mt. San Antonio College

Examining the Stereotype Threat, we will explore how students use silence and
resistance to not learn as a form of self-preservation and empowerment and
strategize ways tutors can help them harness their voices as authorial power.

The Power of Questioning in Promoting Equity
~ Malibu

Lily Holmes, Tiare Spitz-Johnson

San Diego State University

As tutors, we know that equal participation between the tutor and student in a
session is essential to promoting continued learning, but we also know that it is
difficult to encourage this when each student has a unique background and,
thus, different writing expertise. In this workshop, we will use the Oxford Guide
for Writing Tutors, research on Equity Theory, and a question game to compare
and evaluate the differences between closed and open-ended questions in creating equity in sessions and influencing students to value their learning as defined by Bloom’s Affective Taxonomy of learning.

Code Meshing in an Academic Writing Context
~ Palisades D

UC San Diego

Alexandra Sarkis, Christian Delost

This presentation will explore what code meshing is and how it relates to tutoring sessions. Attendees will be able to apply it to their writing centers and create more equitable learning opportunities.

Applying a Growth Mindset: A Tutor’s
Perspective on the Cohort Model
~ Palisades E

Jemma Tan, Hannah Barrett, Pallavi Adapa, Krista Vanuska,
Grace Sosa
UCLA
This presentation aims to examine the benefits and drawbacks to the cohort
model, and how a peer tutor’s approach to such sessions can increase the success of the model. We will explore growth and deficit mindset as it applies to
this style of tutoring, and strategies to make students feel supported rather than
othered.

Breaking the Time Barrier of Writing Center
Sessions
~ Venice B

Tanner Hallam, Peyton Carter, Shayli Morris

Southern Utah University

Students often have an epiphany during a writing center session; however, despite having detailed plans for revision, they often feel they cannot recapture all of
the details. In this session, we investigate the idea of recording sessions to benefit both the students and tutors, and we discuss the benefits and challenges of
recording sessions in their own writing centers.
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The In-Equity of Trauma: Insoluble
Contradictions Between Criticism and Comfort
~ Palisades B

Denise Ann Sprimont, Kaitlyn Gleeson

Concordia University Irvine

How can writing consultants balance criticism and comfort in a tutoring session
when the paper is about a traumatic event? This session will discuss strategies
that writing tutors can use to give constructive yet sensitive feedback, followed
by practical application of the recommended revision strategies through mock
sessions.

Tutoring Students with Difficulty Hearing
~ Hermosa B

Izai Martinez, Jordayn Villanueva, Marissa Moreno, Amber
Orebaugh, Angeline Sihombing
Riverside City College
An equitable WRC must be capable of supporting students of all capacities, and
one way to do that is teaching tutors how to hold a session with a student who
is deaf or hard of hearing. This session will educate tutors on strategies and
techniques to effectively hold a tutoring session with or without an ASL interpreter.

Social Media Affords Connections of Equity
to the Writing Center
~ Venice A

Helen Connie Immerso

California State University, Long Beach

Twitter and Instagram are free and eco-friendly methods of promoting the writing center’s resources that build equity amongst the center and other crosscampus partners' by establishing long-lasting connections with students. During
the conference, I will conduct a basic media training session using Twitter and
Instagram to demonstrate how social media platforms engage students and
contribute to cross-campus partners' presence.

Deconstructing Tutoring Practices Within Writing
Centers: Creating Inclusive Tutoring Environments
~ Hermosa A

Fabian Torres, Karina Garcia, Gabriela Ibarra Leon, Joanna
Clevenger, Heather Seals, Scott Davidson

California State University , San Bernandino

Through a roundtable discussion, we will facilitate a conversation that discusses how a more critical pedagogical approach can benefit both students and tutors alike. By addressing the students’ individual language concerns, we will
advocate equity within the writing center as we aim to remain an inclusive environment that works to reduce language barriers.

NOTES:
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DIRECTIONS AND PARKING
Parking: Sunset Village (PSV) — $13
200 De Neve Dr., Los Angeles, CA 90095
With 405 S

The conference will begin at Covel

Exit 57 Sunset Blvd.

Commons and presentations will

Turn left onto N Church Ln.

take place in Carnesale or Covel

Turn left onto Sunset Blvd.

Commons. Please see presentation

Turn right on Bellagio Dr.

details to see where each presen-

Turn left onto De Neve Dr.

tation is located.

With 405 N
Exit 57A Sunset Blvd.
Turn right onto Sunset Blvd.
Turn right on Bellagio Dr.
Turn left onto De Neve Dr.

Signs will be posted to guide you
from the Sunset Village Parking Lot
(PSV) to the two buildings.

